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#1 - You're Frustrated and Alone...
I was “in love” with one woman to the next for roughly twenty long hard grueling years. I lived
a sexless life with no options, prospects, dates, or even one real relationship to show for it.
As the song goes, “If I had a million Dollars...” which is what I thought I needed to finally escape
my depressing life. You know how easy to make that connection or else you would not be reading
this report. It's logical and rational and it just makes sense.

•

I don't have any money – women only like me as a friend – I must need money to attract
them.

•

This was then followed with logical rationalizations of how I could escape my sexless
relationships with women.

•

I know – I'll become famous and then women will have to like me.

•

I know – I'll keep practicing music because women like guys in bands.

•

I'm short – so I'll dress taller and only go for short women – because women only like tall
guys.

•

If he's not giving her what she says she wants I'll give her exactly what she needs – and she
has to like me better than him – women only fall for jerks who treat them badly.

•

I know – I'll make lots of money and let them come to me – because women only want men
that can give them nice things.

We both can go on and on making simple connections based on what we see happening around
us. It's no secret we rarely see a beautiful woman with a so-called loser. We rarely see that hot girl
draped over a nerd. We rarely see a shorter woman with a shorter guy.
We see – Very big woman with skinny guys. Shorter women with very tall men. Beautiful
women with rich and/or famous men. Hot “babes” with good-looking guys. The popular one with
the even more popular guy. My friends and I used to call them the “beautiful people” and they
were very exclusive. You didn't get to join because you were either born into it or in some cases
get stuck working for them.
Growing up my jackass brother got all the hot girls in school and I didn't even get his leftovers.
His friends hooked up with their girlfriends. It's like a few men toss around the best looking
women to each other while the rest of us get little or nothing.
We end up hanging out with guys who share this joke nature has played on us. We create little
“friendship” communities where any woman willing to join up can let out all of her emotional
problems out – because we're good listeners. Of course we are. Because the guys who are getting
all the girls are not. They don't even remember her freaking birthday.
By now I'm positive you're sensing how deep my emotional connection to the friends zone goes.
If you've been in it, been madly in love with a woman who didn't want you, or shared any beliefs
I've written above you too have a bitterness inside you who always seems to come out at the wrong
time.
And you know what?

I don't blame you for one minute. I don't blame you for feeling helpless at times. I don't blame
you for feeling depressed at the whole situation you've found yourself in. I don't even blame you
for getting hooked on one woman time and time again – only to have your heart stomped on –
because of what?
You fell in love so you must suffer the consequences.
I don't blame you because I understand the frustration. I understand the pain. I understand the
constant battle you face day to day and how it all starts with hope but ends up in despair. I
understand you're willing to try anything as long as it's nice and comfortable and how this can
make you do some pretty stupid stuff. Trust me I've done them all!
Here's the ultimate question to this friend to girlfriend report...

#2 - If you had a million dollars and
someone offered to make any
woman fall in love with you,
Forever!
But the cost was exactly one million
dollars...

Would you give it all up to be with her?
Answer honestly because your answer stands for every reason you're not getting the women
you want. Mind you I didn't say every reason she only likes you as a friend. But your whole
relationships with women in general.
I was willing to do anything to be with the woman I was in love with. I spent the money. I gave
them my time. I gave them my energy. I gave them my heart on a silver platter hoping they would
feel something more from me. And if it didn't work, I gave them even more. Which unfortunately
meant sharing my feelings about them as a last ditch effort to get the relationship started.
Here's a hard rule about women to never let yourself forget.

Women do NOT want to be bought, sold, or bartered.
Those guys above who were sharing their girlfriends wouldn't be caught dead trying to buy
affection or love. In fact most of them couldn't even say “I love You.” and mean it. They made
those women work extremely hard to be with them. That increased their value and not her price.
When you're willing to do anything for her, even though you believe love means doing that, her
price goes up and YOU lose your value to her. Remember she does not want to be bought and when
you put a price tag on something – you're opting to buy.
When you willingly give up your time and energy to just be around her, (even though you
believe hey it's better than nothing and you never know something could happen) your demand
for her goes up and she controls the supply. If you know anything about financial markets this
means she controls the price and the option to raise it higher and higher until your demand
disappears.
What you're really doing is “bartering” your time for hers.
Here's a second hard rule about women.

Women will buy an enormous amount of anything if it has high value.
And they are willing to go through a lot to get the lowest cost possible. I don't care what you
might read or hear from women there is a deep emotional connection women have with spending
money. And these same emotions happen in their relationships with men too.
What does this mean with regards to you being in the friends zone?
Have you ever met a woman with lots of shoes. How everyone has a story. Some she'll only wear
once. Some she bought by impulse. Some she shopped for months while she waited for the price to
drop. She has thirty pairs of shoes and each one she emotionally connects to a time, a place, and a
feeling.
The same goes for men. Everyone has a story she wants to tell. Some guys she'll only sleep with
once. Some guys she impulsively kissed. Some men were chased after for months until his price
dropped and she was finally able to win him over. She has lots of men over her lifetime and each
one she emotionally connects to a time, a place, and a feeling.
•

Make yourself valuable to her while maintaining a high price and she will be more willing
to chase you. Give it away for free and she want it as bad or form a deeper emotional
connection to you.

•

Make yourself a story she wants to tell and be a part of by giving her a unique experience
and she will increase your value.

•

Trigger her impulsiveness as a woman and she's more likely to let her emotions make a
quick decision such as kissing you.

In order for any woman to want to be more than just friends with you she needs to connect on
all levels. A time. A place. A Feeling. And each one must represent work for her so it means
something and it represents value.
Remember all those excuses I gave at the beginning how you can do THIS to get her such as:
“I know – I'll make lots of money and let them come to me – because women only want men who can give
them nice things.”
They all have a common theme – doing something for a woman to get a woman. They all share
the one thing which stops women from feeling attraction – and you're never going to believe what
that is:
WOMEN!
Yes. Women don't feel much for guys whose life revolves around getting them.

To prove my point further I want you to read the answer I got from Carlos Xuma about the
friends zone. I asked him to tell me the one thing a nice guy can do, to keep him out of the friends
zone when first interacts with a women.

#3 - How to Stay Out of The Friends Zone – by Carlos Xuma
(an excerpt from an interview I did with Carlos a few yeas ago which is here)
Yeah I’d have to say the first thing he should
never do is ,well you ask what he can do, I’ll tell
you what he shouldn’t do…Never offer anything
up as a kind of trade for a woman. So that she
senses an agenda or there’s a deal going down.
In other words, don’t make your interaction
seem like, it’s a give and take. Like you’re giving
her compliments so you can get her phone
number. Or you’re giving her flattery so that she
will like you. It’s another form of approval
seeking right there in a lot of ways.
But it also comes across as like a blatant transaction. It’s transactional approval. It’s a
transactional kind of approach from a guy when he goes in like this. And women can really sense
it. They really can.
They can kind of sense that there’s a deal going down here. She’s going to start to wonder. She’s
going to start to feel like you’re a salesman. Like she’s being sold. It’s a creepy slimy feeling for
anybody to go through.
Right, so, if you want to stay out of that friend’s zone, make sure that first of all, never
make it a transactional thing.
And then second of all, make it clear that you are a man with, a sexual, I don’t want to say
agenda, that sounds wrong, that’s just too much for a woman. But you do have to express a certain
amount of sexuality about you. You are a sexual being. And it doesn’t necessarily relate to her, you
just have to be a form of energy.
Let me put it to you this way.
It’s like you walking up and showing her, a fully charged battery. Right, this battery has got this
little indicator on it. It’s all lit up on the side. It shows it’s fully charged. Kind of like those
notebook computer batteries. You press a button and it shows how much charge are in them.

She can see this charge in you, that’s masculine. It doesn’t mean that your battery is connected
to her or has to connect to her, and wants to zap her. It just means that you have that potential in
you. The potential to be manly. To be the kind of guy she can respect and be sexually attracted to.
Because the one things guys are doing right now are dumbing down their approaches. And by
dumb down I don’t mean dumbing it down in terms of stupidity. They’re dumbing it down in terms
of their masculinity. They’re softening it. They’re making it nice and fluffy and inoffensive and
approval seeking and it really pussy is what it is coming down to.
So you’ve got to let go of that and really work towards demonstrating charge, power.
Again, another thing that guys are doing out there is they’re not putting up enough of their
personality. They’re kind of hiding as much of themselves as they can. They want to be as
inoffensive as possible. They don’t want to risk, being disapproved of. Basically. They’re not
getting a good approach done. So what do they do?
They hide all the things the would inevitably give her more interest in them.
No one likes bland food, why would a women like a bland man? Right?
It’s kind of an analogy there that every guy could stand to learn from. So Yeah as far as staying
out of that friend’s zone you have to have that out there right away.
You also have to make your intentions pretty clear. I mean I had guys that don’t realize they’re
doing this but, if this is something has ever happened to you, this is something you can learn from.
If you’ve gone up to a woman and talked to her and it’s gone well. She seems kind of iffy kind of
like she doesn’t know what’s going on. Then it comes time for you to close the deal and you ask her
for her phone number, and she asks you “WHY?” or it seems like out of the blue or she’s confused
by your request.
“What would you do that for?”, “Why would you want my number?”
Okay the reason she’s acting that way is because you didn’t communicate very clearly
throughout you interaction, what you were doing there. Why are you there talking to her. She can
sense it. You don’t have to actually say it with words. She can sense it and you can do it the right
way.

It can be as simple as when you first walk up to her and you touch her on the back of her elbow.
Just lightly and not even for, like less than a second. Just to get her attention. And in such a way
that it is not the first thing she senses from you.
In other words, she doesn’t turn the complete opposite direction and you scare her by touching
her on the elbow. But that one little touch can do an immediate level set and kind of bring into
line, all the energy that should be between you. Should be a positive and negative energy. Maybe
the Yin Yang energy is a better way of explaining it. I’m very big on eastern philosophy. I think
that is really what it is.
She’s got to know that you’re the masculine side of the equation. And she’ll know
exactly what her part is. And where this whole relationship, or where you two stand
with each other.
It won't cost you a million dollars but it's a brand new product from Carlos Xuma to help
you find your sexual confidence and develop you masculinity. Men who have it are not put in
the friends zone often...if ever!

CARLOS XUMA – FIND YOUR ALPHA SEXUAL POWER

#4 - Questions and Answers on
Masculinity - Having Agendas
With Women
Let's all thank Carlos for his valuable input. Now
you must ask yourself some very important
questions based on what you just read:
1. Did you “dumb down” your approach
when you first met her or do you
generally do it with every woman you
meet?
2. Did you try to hide your masculinity?
3. Are you afraid of being a man because you have preconceived notions that “real men” are
typical jerks?
4. What about this – you're not afraid of being a man but you're just not sure where the line is
between jerk and “real masculine man.” Do you have a clear boundary set which
determines what is “manly” and what is rude?
5. Did you make her feel like she's an agenda?
6. Do you generally put women in two categories when you first meet them? You're attracted
to her so she becomes an agenda. You're NOT attracted to her so you have no agenda with
her. You put her in YOUR friends zone.
7. Did you seek approval by transactions? Is it always give and take with women? Better yet!
Can you honestly say if you had nothing to give but the whole of your personality you
could still attract a woman?
If you find yourself answering any of those question with a “yes” you've found a definite pattern to
why you're getting stuck in the friends zone.
In order for you to turn your situation around you must (obviously) stop doing any and all
which has been mentioned above:

•

No more excuses. Admit now and forever, Women feel attraction for ANY guy who learns
how to create an emotional and sexual connection with her first.

•

Don't sell yourself or try to buy her ever again. Never give her something to get something
from her. If you're not good at figuring out whether you're giving without expectation then
just don't do it. I understand sometimes it's hard to tell the real reason behind your actions
so again, if you're not sure, just don't do it!

•

Begin promoting yourself as having high value. Stop raising hers because you feel
something for her. If you don't fully respect yourself and your boundaries not many real
woman will respect you enough to want to be with you sexually. You don't have to put hers
down by demeaning her but you do have to make it clear from the beginning (or from now
on) she is to never lower your value or disrespect you. Don't act like an ass or get angry
with her or even let her know. Just don't let her actions lowers yours and how you feel
about yourself.

•

Start making it clear that you are a man and stop being afraid to express your sexuality.
This is sexuality as a masculine man which has no bearing or relation to her specifically. I
always say if you feel you MUST give women one thing – give her the real man inside you
because that is all she really wants.

•

Your life must revolve around yourself and NOT women in general. If you're not complete
it's okay. Work on it. Just don't expect any woman to complete you. (To help further your
understanding of this point I want you to think about my girlfriend and why she “hates”
me. And mind you I never throw this in her face – I DON'T NEED HER! I function extremely
well by myself which includes everything from exploring my passions to cooking for
myself. I WANT HER! Because she adds a little something extra to my life. Trust me there's a
difference and if any woman “hates” you like my girlfriend does – you're more on the right
track than you might first believe. )

#5 - How Women Determine Friendship &
Romance – by David DeAngelo
I've taken a piece of some incredible advice from the man who literally
changed my friendships with women – forever. You may have read
this before but guess what – you're going to read it again. Except now
you'll have a new perspective to look at it which will undoubtedly
change your future relationships with women. The tips he includes are
not to be taken lightly. David DeAngelo – Being Too Nice To Women
What Women Hate Most About Single Guys
For women, friendships and romantic relationships are two
separate things. They are NOT the same. One can lead to
another, but it’s RARE when it happens.
Remember that. One CAN lead to another, but it’s RARE.
“Romantic” relationships are very different from “friend” relationships.

While most men would sleep with most of their female “friends” if the woman “came on” to
them, most women would NOT sleep with most men that they consider “just friends“.
But why is this?
How do women differentiate between “just friends” and “I’ll be intimate with you”?
And why is it so hard to become “more than friends” with a woman you’ve been “just friends” with
for a long time?
The answer to this riddle is very interesting to me.
I believe that the answer comes down to understanding HOW women “know” when they want
to “be intimate” with a man… and, even MORE importantly, understanding how women “know”
when they DON’T want to “be intimate” with a man…

The thing that tells a woman whether the guy she’s with is “friend” material or “lover” material
is how she FEELS. It’s a combination of EMOTIONAL feelings and PHYSICAL feelings. It is NOT logic.
She might USE logic to “rationalize” her decision… or she might USE logic to SOUND like she
has a good reason for either “being with” or “not being with” a particular guy. But don’t let that
distract you.
Logic isn’t important AT ALL in this context. So let me say this another way.
A woman FEELS something emotionally and/or physically, then she uses those FEELINGS as the
basis for her “decisions” and actions with a particular guy.
If she feels that “Ewwww Yuck!” feeling, then her “logical” conclusion will probably not be that
she wants to date the guy in question.
If she feels that “It’s Gettin’ Hot In Here” feeling, then her “logical” conclusion will probably be
that this guy is interesting and attractive, and a good “choice” to date. At this point she’ll take
ACTION on her feelings and thoughts…
It goes like this:

FEEL → THINK →ACT!
First the FEELING, then the THOUGHT… and THEN the action.
Now, with this in mind, let me ask you an important question:
How do most guys behave around women that they’re “romantically” interested in? And
another. What do they do to get the woman that’s the object of their desires to be with them?
Take a few minutes to think about this. Make a list if you have paper and pen handy. I’m
serious. I’ll wait. Come back when you’re finished.
Now take a look at your list.
I’ll bet that almost every single thing on your list was something “external”.

In other words, your list probably contains things like “Take her to dinner” and “Give her
compliments” and “Buy her flowers” and “Call her often”.
These are all things that demonstrate that he’s INTERESTED.
They are NOT things that trigger those emotional and physical feelings inside of a woman that
tell her that THIS IS THE GUY.
In other words, men try to use “props” to LET A WOMAN KNOW HE’S INTERESTED…
…HOPING that when the woman sees these displays she’ll be interested in him.
Almost NONE of the things men do to court women make women FEEL ANYTHING even
remotely similar to “Attraction” and “Arousal”.
Of course, you know this.
You’ve probably done this stuff about a bazillion times. I have, too. I know what it’s like to try
OVER AND OVER to let a particular woman know that I’m interested… only to have her NOT
RESPOND in a “romantic” way.
The PROBLEM with this kind of thing is that it makes TWO HUGE MISTAKES at once.
First, it’s just the plain-old wrong way to go.
Telling or showing a woman that you “like her” has no effect on how she feels about YOU.
In the moment it sure seems to make sense… “If I show her how I feel, she’ll return the feelings”.
Duh.
Like I said, it seems like the right thing to do in the moment (when your inner little girl has a
big fat crush). But it’s not… it will have NO effect on her feelings for you.
And second, it communicates clearly that YOU DON’T GET IT. It tips a woman off INSTANTLY
that you’re not hip to what’s going… and it kills your chances with her.

(…David then goes on to explain how you put yourself in the friends zone...this is valuable information below
and I'll ask you to memorize it and keep it with you forever. Because it's just that important...)

Giving Up Your Status In Exchange For Her Attention And Approval
If I had to describe the one single thing that both annoys women and DESTROYS a guy’s
chances, it would be this. It has taken me a long time to see this particular pattern, but it’s
EVERYWHERE.
Men, in effect, say “Hi, I want your approval and attention. I’m willing to let YOU be the one who’s in
control… and let YOU call the shots… and do anything to please YOU… if you’ll give me your attention and
approval.”
But the problem is that women DON’T WANT you to give up your status and “manliness”.
Women aren’t ATTRACTED to men who act weak and tentative. Women secretly HATE IT when a
guy does something to demonstrate that he’ll give away his power in return for approval.
THEY HATE IT!
I could literally write an entire book on this one single concept. Take a few minutes to think this
one over, and maybe write down the ways that you make this mistake with women.
More importantly, think about how you’re going to STOP DOING IT IMMEDIATELY.

Being Needy, Clingy, And Insecure
When one person “clings” to another person “psychologically”, the person who is being
“clinged to” RESENTS and REJECTS the needy, clingy emotional parasite…
This is WUSS behavior at its worst.
If a guy is on the phone with a girl he just met, and she says “Hey, I have to go”, he might say
“Aw, well… um… OK. Um, will you call me when you get home?”.
Or let’s say a guy and a girl are out on their first date, and they’re walking around in a large

department store. Most guys will follow the woman everywhere, and not leave her side for a
minute. If she wanders away, he’ll come find her IMMEDIATELY.
He’ll stay physically close to her, as if he’s afraid she’ll leave without him. And an even worse
example is a guy who is so emotionally insecure that he actually ASKS a woman to tell him that
he’s nice, fun, interesting, etc.
“Do you think I’m interesting?”
“Do you think we could ever have a relationship?”
“Am I your type?”
Women HATE this stuff. It makes them shiver with the heebie-jeebies. It makes them want to
RUN AWAY.

Not Leading – And Even Worse, Trying To Get Her To Lead
Women have WUSS-DAR.
One of the things that triggers a woman’s WUSS-DAR is a man who FOLLOWS. The REAL
problem is that most women won’t try to LEAD naturally. So you’ve got a situation where a man is
trying to FOLLOW a woman who isn’t LEADING.
He’s looking for little cues so he knows where to go and what to do… but he isn’t getting them.
So what does he do?
He ASKS for them!
He says “So, I was thinking of maybe taking you to Olive Garden for dinner… how does that sound?”.
Everything about the way he asks says to the woman “I’m trying to figure out what you want me to
do… please help me know how you want me to act, where you want me to take you, and what you want me to
say”.
This is ATTRACTION DEATH!
Men who don’t lead, and even worse, try to get a woman to lead, ANNOY THE HELL OUT OF
SINGLE WOMEN. They HATE IT!

Using Insecure, Approval-Seeking, Low-Status Posture, Gestures,
Voice Tone, And Weak Body Language
There’s a term that single, attractive, in-demand women use to describe men who use weak,
approval-seeking posture, gestures, comments, and mannerisms…
The term is “NICE”.
“He’s nice… but… there’s no chemistry.”
This is one of those areas that’s not easy to talk about. Since SO DAMN MANY GUYS do this stuff,
it’s almost impossible to explain. It’s like trying to tell a fish that they’re not going to get anywhere
in life if they stay wet.
The fish doesn’t even KNOW it’s wet in the first place.
But let me try. This is important.
Go spend a day observing couples. Go places where couples that have just met spend time
together. Bars, clubs, coffee shops, whatever.
Now watch the GUYS.
Watch how they lean towards the women. Watch how they raise their eyebrows in exaggerated
response to women’s comments. Watch how they slump over, let their shoulders fall forward, and
smile fake-ly at whatever the women say.
If you’re close enough, listen to how men ask questions and make comments with a voice tone
that says “I’m insecure and I’m trying to be extra nice to compensate for it”.
You’ll see it EVERYWHERE.
In fact, you’ll see it so much that you’ll probably write me back to tell me that I’m the one who’s
crazy, and that since it happens so much, it must be “the right way”.
Well, it’s not. If there’s one thing that triggers an attractive single woman’s WUSS-DAR, it’s a
man’s posture, gestures, eye contact, voice tone, etc.

It all happens in an INSTANT.
Women read this stuff and interpret it as instantly and accurately as you read and interpret the
cover of Playboy.
NO ANALYSIS NECESSARY.
I’d say that probably 90% of all men alive today INSTANTLY disqualify themselves with women
because of this problem. Their voice tone, gestures, posture, etc. TELEGRAPH the message that
they’re a WUSS.
They do a thousand weird little things to let a woman know that they’re uncomfortable and
“not being themselves”. And you guessed it… Single women HATE IT!

Not Understanding That She’s A Woman And You’re A Man
I’m about to get philosophical on your ass, so be cool. When it comes down to it, most men don’t
understand women. But the REAL kicker is that most men don’t understand MEN, either! Most
guys don’t know what it’s like to get in touch with their MALE NATURE.
Combine these two issues, and you get a guy who behaves in ways that DO NOT trigger
ATTRACTION in women.
Women have a “nature”. A female nature. Men also have a “nature”. You guessed it, it’s a MALE
nature.
Women are coy. They like to play hard to get. They like to enjoy the chase. They love
anticipation. They love to “let a guy catch them”…
Men are competitive. Men are dominant. Men like to play rough games, win things, and rule
their territory.
Well guess what? Most men don’t BEHAVE like men when they’re in the presence of a woman that
they “like”.
And since most men don’t understand female human nature, they don’t demonstrate that they
“get it” when they’re with women that they “like”.

Women like men. Men like women. There are POWERFUL causes at play here.
When you’re around a woman you like, don’t act like a GIRLY-MAN. It’s not sexy, and it’s not
attractive… And single women HATE IT!

Not Being Interesting To Be Around
Underneath most behavior that I see most guys acting out is a “core belief” that goes like this:
“I don’t believe that an attractive woman would want to be around me just because she enjoys my
presence… so I make up for it by saying and doing certain things that I hope she’ll enjoy… and if she enjoys
those other things enough, then maybe she’ll want to spend more time with me.”
Heavy, man.
Well guess what? Most attractive single women KNOW that if a guy isn’t interesting to be
around, they know she’s eventually going to go CRAZY being around him.
In other words, no amount of material gifts, compliments, dinners, and other “displays” will
EVER compensate for a lack of BEING INTERESTING.
Here’s a profound thought: I and several other guys I know have many women who call us
often… just because they enjoy being around us. These women would be happy just to be in the
same room with us… and enjoy our company.
And yes, these women CALL US.
Often.
Material gifts, food, flowers, and other “displays” have ZERO lasting value to a woman when it
comes to how she FEELS about you…
An attractive single woman wants a guy who LIGHTS HER UP. She wants to FEEL GOOD.
She wants mystery… she wants to laugh… she wants a challenge… she wants sexual tension…
If you’re using compliments, gifts, food, and other “displays” to get a woman’s attention… you
need to ask yourself a tough question:

Is it because you don’t believe that a woman would want to be around you just to be around
you?
Because if you don’t know how to be INTERESTING to a woman, then no amount of
compensation is going to fix the problem. If you’re boring, predictable, and uninteresting, then
you’re never going to have women calling YOU to hang out.
Oh, and women HATE IT.

Not Understanding Attraction
This is a BIGGIE. You hear me talking about it all the time, right? Maybe now that you’ve read
this you’ll have a better context to understand what I’m about to tell you…
If you “get it” with women, it’s SUPER INTERESTING and ATTRACTIVE to them.
Women can INSTANTLY FEEL IT when they’re with a guy who “gets it”.
Women know very quickly if they’re talking to a guy who understands himself and women…
and who enjoys creating and building sexual tension.
Women know if a guy speaks the SECRET LANGUAGE of “Sexual Communication”. If he doesn’t,
then she stops all communication on that level. If he does, then it continues.

ATTRACTION Isn’t A Choice.
Attraction is an emotional and physical RESPONSE… and you can’t “convince” a woman to feel it
with logic, gifts, and NICENESS.
Attraction is the result of a woman meeting a man who understands how attraction works… and
who knows what to do in each specific situation to progress to the next level.
The PROBLEM with ATTRACTION, and with success with women in general is that the things
you need to DO to be successful are NOT OBVIOUS.

They’re “counter intuitive”, in many cases. In other words, they’re the OPPOSITE of what you’d
THINK would make sense.
You have to do things like CREATE TENSION… stop doing something
that she likes…give her time to miss you… etc.
And if you don’t understand ATTRACTION, a woman is going to KNOW IT.
And guess what?
Single women HATE IT when a man doesn’t understand
ATTRACTION and how to communicate on this “other level”.
Attraction Isn't A Choice – This is your “blueprint” or tutorial on attraction. It was ALL I needed to get me
the education I so desperately needed. Whether or not you decide to pick it up –
You must create attraction in a woman or else you'll only ever be her friend.

#6 - She Said I Put HER in the
Friends Zone →
Feel Think Act – If that doesn't say it all about how
a woman experiences events. I'm going to include a
letter I sent out so you can clearly see, in action,
exactly what David first mentions.
My girlfriend always claims I put her in the friends
zone when we met.
But it's not the same is it?
When you label a woman as just a friend you pass
it off so easily because you're not feeling attracted to
her. But it really stings when a woman does it to you.
Except I never had that “conversation” with my
Special K. She thought she was being put in the
friends because of how she experiences her feelings based on her past, present, and the prediction
of her future. She followed the “Feel Think Act” progression David explained above.
Her past experience with men like me was - she could never have one for herself. Maybe it's
because she just got out of a bad relationship. Maybe it's because she's never had to compete so
much for a man before. Maybe it came so easy for her that if a guy doesn't fall madly in love with
her (and shows it in every way possible) she assumes he must not be into her.
FEEL →THINK →ACT: She felt below me in status or that I was unattainable. She thinks to
herself I must only see her as a friend. She acts accordingly by doing anything and everything to
avoid any mistakes and to get out of my friends zone. (Trust me when a woman is doing everything to
avoid being seen as below you it typically means she's feeling attracted to you.)
Her present experience is felt as meeting a guy that just likes to have fun and is not pressuring
her for more.
Her future experience is to avoid at all costs being stuck in the friends zone so she fights it,
avoids mistakes, does what she can to make sure I am happy.

Does that sound familiar with the friend you want? So if you're doing it you're once again
allowing your life to revolve around her and thus getting in ti even deeper.
So what does this mean for you?
Simple - Your fantasies about making her your girlfriend guarantees you're living in the future
when you're around her.
Your past experience in causing you to avoid every possible mistake with her because women
who are highly competed for more often than not, if ever, have only seen you as a friend. And
you'll do everything you can to avoid that again.
The reality of your situation is hard to swallow, at least it was for me, – you're acting like a
woman! And when you act lie a woman or a “wuss” as David calls it, you're only ever going to be
her friend.
And what makes matters even worse is that when you spend most of your time avoiding the
past and living in the future you're not going to give her what she really wants - to enjoy her
present with a guy as David explains who “Gets it!”
David clearly explains to us that most men are more concerned with showing her they're
interested. So if you've done that with your friend it's obvious that pattern must stop.
You must begin to get her to feel something for you and if you use every available resource I've
given you today I'm sure that won't be a problem. She needs to feel like you're a guy who “gets it”
before she will even consider you as more than a friend.

#7 - Summing Up David's Letter on
Attraction – Overcoming Your
“Wussiness”
Here are the points and helpful advice I want
you to remember about David's Letter:
•

If you don't get women and how they feel
attraction. Learn it quickly. It's invaluable
information.

•

If you're not interesting enough to spark those feeling maybe it's about time you only do
things with her which are emotional and fun. Avoid conversations which are bland and
everyday. Start giving your opinions more on subjects she disagrees with. Challenge her at
every level of your interaction.

•

Avoid at all costs acting like a woman. Don't fall into the same pattern a woman
experiences. Women expect men to be “men.”

•

Pay attention to every aspect of your body language, vocal tones, gestures, etc.. and
eliminate any displays of low-confidence and “weakish” traits.

•

Learn to lead your life and allow women to join you. Don't boss her around or tell her what
to do. But also don't expect her to make every decision for you because you're afraid she
won't like you if you make the wrong decision. Think of it this way – a woman will actually
feel more attraction to a guy who first is not afraid to be wrong but also is not overly
concerned of getting her angry.

•

Do whatever is necessary to eliminate every needy or insecurity about yourself. It comes
down to valuing yourself again. It comes down to esteem and self-confidence. Work on
those issues to the best of your ability because that alone (a strong confident and
competent man) will guarantee you a woman will feel something first with you. If she
didn't experience that with you first give it time and she will notice how you've changed.
She'll sense a NEW and EXCITING energy coming from you.

•

Give her space. Lots of space. It shows her your comfortable and secure. It shows her you're
the guy who is not overly concerned she's going to find someone better. Let her make her
own decisions and let her live her own life the way she wants. Mistakes and all. Not only
will a real woman thank you for it – she'll respect you more for it.

•

If you learn to do lots of my suggestions so far you won't have to worry about an approval
seeking attitude. But if it's a deep issue for you – get it handled or she'll never see you as
more than a friend.

#8 - How To Buy Your Way Out of Her Friends Zone or Be Her
Lover
I'm hoping by now all this information you've been reading has given you a clear picture on what the
friends zone is about, how you ended up there, and a much better way to determine how to stay out of
there anytime in the future.
I'm also assuming you're dying to know how to turn that friend you messed up with, or made your
common mistakes with, into your girlfriend.
I do hope you're not wondering where to deposit your million dollars.
So let's get into the money aspect of it all. I'm going to break it down for you and I'll even crunch the
numbers.
But first please keep these important facts in mind...
You're still going to get all my knowledge on escaping the friends zone and for now, it's
all free. I specialize in a THREE STEP FORMULA called:
1. Distraction
2. Attraction
3. Re-introduction
All I'm asking is from you is your feedback and opinions on what you're learning. I want to
know how I can help you better. That's all. I may not get to respond to all of you personally but I
will get a chance to read everything.
I will also ask you to consider deeply getting a full education on your problem. Whether you call
it turning you friend into a lover – getting a girlfriend who is just a friend – or you're hopelessly
stuck being in every woman's platonic zone – if at anytime you want to accelerate your progress
the people I suggest can help you in a very specific way.
I'm warning you right now my letters come a few or more a week and last for a few months.
And I still am developing more. You'll have to participate more and then decide whether you're
willing to spend a million dollars to get out of her friends zone.

Click Here for my Special Link to Friends Into Lover -The most popular and detailed
I've found so far. Whatever your specific goal is with HER this will take you there for the least
amount of money. Rather than tell you about it myself I've let one of my most accomplished
readers tell you what he saw:
Hey Pete,
I checked this out. It's been sent from basically every mailing list I'm on, David, Carlos, Scot McKay,
Bobby Rio etc etc etc.
You're the only one who hasn't copy and pasted the same text for it!
Anyway, as a product. It's good. It really encapsulates the essence of the Friend Zone process.
And he does provide a good structure to it. We go from, why you get into the Zone, to stepping back
and focusing on yourself, getting out there and meeting more women and then getting back in
contact with 'The Girl'.
So, basically, like your 3 step process.
What I appreciated about his stuff is that he's not advocating any magic words on lines. He's not
saying that you need to be a certain way and say certain types of things. He gets to the core of the
matter, which is the value you place on yourself and allowing yourself to be the best version of who
you are at all times. When you do that you will naturally attract her and other women by subtly
providing them what they truly desire and struggle to find in most men.
He goes into detail on how to 'improve' yourself and what sorts of mindsets and self affirmations
you should be looking for. I'd say as a product specific to the Zone, it's the best out there. However,
to get a much more in depth and core understanding of the elements he brings up I'd then advise
people look at the work of guys like David W, Carlos, Scot McKay. As they have programs that
totally go into even more detail on the things he discusses.
It's good value for money though, and would be a great starting point for any guy who's just
realized he's in the Zone and wants to know how to approach getting out of it. I know something
like that would have been something I'd have welcomed a few years back.
I'm sure you'll see a lot of overlaps with his stuff and what you discuss in your mailouts. How's
things with regards to the book/product you were developing on leaving the zone? I think one
area where you would have a lot to offer is when it comes to your specific experience of having
lived it. And in the examples from your own life of how you were Zoned by certain women,
and how down the line you managed to then get out of the Zone with the very same women.

I know you've probably read one or two posts from Simon and David. They are the
ones that developed Friend To Girlfriend Secrets.
This compilation contains a little of everything you need to develop yourself into the complete
package. That is if you choose the “upgrade.” There are groups of guys who specialize in teaching
you VERY SPECIFIC techniques from conversation to MAKING THE FIRST MOVE.
Friend to Girlfriend Secrets →http://link.dialteg.com/friendgirlfriend
→
- Complete package for $97
Friends Into Lovers →http://link.dialteg.com/Pete-Friends-Lover
→
– All 18 for $50

Did you know if you were to buy one of everything you read about
today it would cost you roughly (because prices are always subject to
change) $97+ $50+ $97+ $22 = $266.00. That would leave you
$999,734 to follow all of your wildest dreams...
With the women of your dreams.

Legally speaking – You've been given this because you opted to sign up to my friend zone newsletter.
Thank you. Whereas the information contained in this are helpful I'm not a professional therapist. You
agree to take full responsibility for your actions and how you use this material. You agree to not put
blame, legal or not, on me Peter White, my affiliates, or anyone contained within this report. You also
are consenting to me you are at least 18 years of age or older. If you're not you do NOT belong on my
list so please remove yourself as quickly as possible. I've spent a lot of my time, energy, and money
developing this and I will ask you to not illegally distribute it. Yes you can share this report as long as
nothing is changed which includes links and pictures. Not that it is not obvious – but of course I'm not
expecting a million dollars for this report. It was merely a play on words and I DO hope you
understood that before you signed up. Also please understand if you click on a link and purchase
something there's a good chance I will receive compensation for my affiliated resource and direction.
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